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The next morning, Di Beiming brought Yun Chujiu to Spirit Radiance Sect. 

 

The sect was in a mess because of Yun Chujiu’s disappearance. However, only Yun Chusi, the other 

disciples, and the higher-ups of Spirit Radiance Sect knew about Yun Chujiu’s disappearance. 

 

Master Xuanyuan and the others found a half-eaten spirit fruit on the ground in Yun Chujiu’s courtyard. 

There were also the footprints of three other people on the ground. They immediately knew that the 

situation was not good. ‘Little Jiu must have been taken away by someone!’ 

 

The Heavenly Gates Sect was the main suspect. However, after sending people to investigate, they 

found that there was nothing unusual going on around them. They also sent people to investigate the 

Bixiao Palace and the Immortal Sword Sect. However, they did not find anything unusual. Everyone was 

puzzled, who had taken Little Jiu away? 

 

After the three of them activated the concealment talisman, they went straight to Yun Chujiu’s 

courtyard. 

 

“I’m going to see the sect leader. You guys can play by yourselves. HMPH!” Yun Chujiu saw that Di 

Beiming had no intention of coaxing her, so she started acting arrogantly too. 

 

“Okay.” Di Beiming agreed and entered the house. 

 

‘Okay, you big head. Damn it, can’t you say two more words?! Tsundere, just you wait. Sooner or later, I 

will make you an obedient wife slave!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu sat on the chopping board and walked around Yun Chusi’s courtyard. Before she could say 

anything, she was dragged to the meeting hall by Elder Qu. 

 



“Little Jiu, where have you been these past few days? We were so worried!” As soon as she entered the 

meeting hall, Elder Qu asked impatiently. 

 

“I was taken away by that red-clothed pervert, and then my Prince Charming saved me.” 

 

“Red-clothed pervert? The red-clothed pervert who stole the witch hazel fruit the last time?” 

 

“Yes, that’s him!! That bastard locked me up in a cage and even released snakes to bite me. The most 

infuriating thing was that he starved me for three days. If it wasn’t for my Prince Charming, I would have 

died. Sob sob! Dear sect leader, the last time I offended this red-clothed pervert was to protect the 

sect’s property. I really gave my all for our Spirit Radiance Sect!” 

 

Yun Chujiu decided to take what was lost. She could not get any Spirit Stones from the gigolo, but she 

could get some compensation from Little Xuanyuan. 

 

“Young Master Di is here? Where is he?” When Sect Master Xuanyuan saw Yun Chujiu’s posture, he 

knew that this fellow was going to extort them again, so he quickly changed the topic. 

 

“He’s in my dormitory! Dear sect master, can you give me two tokens. Otherwise, every time my Prince 

Charming and An Feng comes, I have to sneak them in. Ah, Master Xuanyuan, I’ve been so hungry these 

few days that I feel dizzy. Do you have anything good to supplement me with? If I don’t, I won’t even 

have the strength to release the Fire Spirit Beast. ‘Humph! Trying to change the topic? It won’t work!’ 

 

The corner of Master Xuanyuan’s eyes twitched violently. He could only say, “A few days ago, Fairy Yu 

Mei of Bixiao Palace gave me ten Bixiao fruits. I’ll reward you with three to supplement you!” 

 

“There are two of us, Prince Charming and I. How are we going to split three fruits? If we don’t split 

them evenly, we will have a fight! Four fruits! No wait… Four is an unlucky number. Five fruits! Ah, but 

it’s not easy to split five fruits. Then, I’ll just take six fruits! I’m not being greedy at all,” Yun Chujiu 

pretended to count her fingers and said. 

 



Everyone wanted to kick her! 

 

‘There were ten fruits in total. How is it not considered greedy if you took six fruits?! Would it only be 

considered so if you took all ten of them?!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu was afraid of arousing public anger, so she quickly changed the topic. “Sect leader, have you 

arranged the accommodation for the Fire Spirit Beast? The heat generated by the earth fire can not be 

underestimated. The location is very important!” 

 


